
Produced in collaboration with talented trance producer and sound designer 
Darren Porter, we are proud to present Darren Porter Spire Essentials Volume 
1.


This sound set is perfect for the trance producer after the harder, tech-trance 
inspired side of trance, whether that’s pure tech-trance, psy-trance, electro-
influenced trance, or even uplifting trance. It includes sounds influenced by 
artists such as Bryan Kearney, Simon Patterson, Jordan Suckley, Mark 
Sherry, Dave Parkinson, Will Atkinson, Giuseppe Ottaviani, John O’Callaghan 
and many others.


Here are a few testimonials from proflic producers in the scene:


“Our favorite spire bank, Darren proved that he isn’t only an amazing 
producer, but also an amazing sound designer. Great addition to our library 
and we will be definitely using it in many of our upcoming productions” – Aly 
and Fila


“Was bummed to not be able to partake in the making of this bank with 
Darren on account of finishing up all my album work, So I told him it was 
time for him to spread his wings and show the world what he could do on his 
own. Well spread them, erm, he has!!! Covering all the sounds you’ve been 
asking us for and then some!” – Sean Tyas


Amazing soundbank from Darren, I will be using this a lot. Essential addition 
for any producer” – Manuel le Saux


“Darren Porter is one of the very few sound designers who can perfectly 
predict what trance will sound like in near future, his bank is a true testament 
of his abilities and it’s a necessary addition for any trance producer!” – 
Driftmoon


What’s Included?

14 ACID presets.

19 BASS presets.

3 DRUM presets.

15 LEAD presets.

15 MID presets.

15 PAD presets.

14 PLUCK presets.

20 SEQ presets.

5 SWEEP presets.

8 TEX presets.


100% Royalty-Free.




Requirements:

Reveal Sound Spire synthesizer Version 1.5.11 Or Higher.


Artistic Influence

Mark Sherry, Bryan Kearney, Project 8, Astral Projection, John O’Callaghan, 
Sean Tyas, Simon Patterson, Sneijder, Eddie Bitar, Will Atkinson, Giuseppe 
Ottaviani, Bryan Kearney and many others.


Record Label Influences

Kearnage, Vandit, Subculture, FSOE, Amsterdam Trance Records, A State of 
Trance, Enhanced Music, Monster Tunes, Damaged Records, Blue Soho, 
and many others.


Sound Set Properties

100% royalty free.

128 named presets, sorted into well-defined categories.

All presets are rooted (C3) and volume normalized.

Chart and club proven Spire presets – ready to play.

Road tested by the leading producers in the industry.

Careful FX usage for a straight-out-the-box useable sound.

In short, the way a sound set should be!



